
The Fear-Mongering Never Ends! Germans Will Have A “Really Terrible
Christmas” Unless They Obe

Description

 USA: The mainstream media won’t tell anyone the truth, but massive non-compliance and standing
against this tyranny is what caused the Biden administration to suspend their “vaccine” mandate. It’s a
violation of basic human rights and people stood firm and have already lost jobs over it.

 

The constitutionality of it is of no consequence. As Lysander Spooner said: “But whether the
Constitution really be one thing or another, this much is certain – that it has either authorized such a
government as we have had or has been powerless to prevent it. In either case, it is unfit to exist.”

Those who think they have the right to rule don’t care at all about rights of any kind and we know the
constitution has been long gone anyway. Even though the courts have said this mandate needs to be
suspended, we should never put our trust in the court system to do the right or moral thing.  That trust
needs to be in ourselves and the knowledge that we can disobey these sociopaths.

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has posted a notice on its
website, saying the agency suspended implementation and enforcement of the vaccine
mandate for employers with 100 or more workers. The OSHA argued that it “remains
confident in its authority to protect workers in emergencies” but noted that the US Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit ordered the administration to halt enforcement of Biden’s
mandate until a further ruling is made. –RT

The Sixth Circut court of appeals will rule on whether or not businesses should be forcing their
employees to take shots of the experimental gene therapy drugs. But for right now, even the
totalitarians in government think this may have gone too far. But it isn’t like they care at all about us,
and don’t forget that.  This is about knowing that many will still refuse to comply and were willing to
lose their jobs over it.

When enough people stand up, disobey, and refuse to follow the commands of tyrants, the tyrants lose
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https://www.osha.gov/coronavirus/ets2
https://www.rt.com/usa/540574-biden-admin-suspends-vax-mandate/


power. Imagine what kind of world we could have if stood together with business and all refused to be
extorted (taxed) any longer? We do have the power to make the changes we need to see, but we need
to stand up boldly in non-compliance and know that no other human has any higher claim over our life
and property than we do. We were not born to be their slaves.

President Trump is Breaking Down the Neck of the Federal Reserve!

He wants zero rates and QE4!

You must prepare for the financial reset
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